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This book is for IT Administrators, Consultants and all those interested in getting a broad view of
what it means to deploy software in a small and large IT environment. It should serve to give You
a broad look at what technologies are available, and what it could mean for You. There are
dozens of books covering detailed aspects of software deployment; they are mostly focused on
a certain technique or software product, but getting the big picture is sometimes hard to find in
one compact volume. From batch programming, Windows Installers, application virtualization to
suites like ZenWorks Configuration Management: this book is for you!
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Waldon. As of writing this book I am 33 years old and live in southern Germany. I have a
German / American background and work as an IT Consultant in the larger region of southern
Germany for the last 12 years.For whom is this book?This book is for IT administrators,
consultants and all those interested in getting a broad view of what it means to deploy software
in a small and large IT environment. It should serve to give you a broad look at what
technologies are available, and what it could mean for you.There are dozens of books covering
detailed aspects of software deployment; they are mostly focused on a certain technique or
software product, but getting “the big picture” is sometimes hard to find in one compact
volume.Why I wrote these pages.I started out with software deployment a few years ago. We
had a company that was switching their operating system environment, and since we had some
experience with “packaging” and distributing software with other customers, we were asked to
equip their new environment with automated software installations.Browsing through various
bookstores and searching online, there were plenty of books and sites that went into detail into
the various aspects of the bells and whistles of software deployment; but they never focused on
a beginner or someone who wanted to get an overall view.Sales representatives will offer you
software suites and appliances galore, but most of the time customers don’t know how to tell
what they need, what they really want, and if that piece of software is really the right tool.Some
companies will do well with a software suite with a nice price tag; others do just as well with
simple yet powerful tools. The goal of this book.The goal of this book is to help you:· ... lean
back and see software deployment as a whole, and then drill down to what suits you and your
work best. · get an overall impression of software deployment techniques · look “under
the hood” of some of the mechanisms that involve software deployment · get a feel for what
is expected of you should you decide to continue on. Part 1: The Introduction The first three
chapters are dedicated to the absolute basics of software distribution. ● What are the main
elements of software deployment?● What are the steps involved in the creation of an
application?● What exactly is a program installation? Picture 1 - Picture author / source:
http://www.photocase.de/cydonna Chapter 1: The BasicsThe 4 Steps of Software
Deployment Software deployment is the “art” or summary of basically 4 steps[1]:●
Installing● Configuring● Maintaining and● Managing your applications and
operating systems (clients and servers): regardless of a few machines or for an entire
enterprise. All of these steps are defined by you, your budget, your aims and environment.This
book is designed to help you lean back and see software deployment as a whole, and then drill
down to what suits you and your work best. There is no one-size-fits-all: please read this book,
take notes and after a while you will get the picture of what further steps you want to take.Back
to the rootsHistorically, one of the main jobs of a Help Desk or Administrator is to run from
machine to machine, user to user and to install applications.Downside? Time and energy. You
have plenty of other tasks to take care of.Upside? Keeps you on your toes, you keep in touch
with workmates, and you aren’t locked in that lonely office all the time. Seriously:This method
costs time and energy; time and energy that is more often than not spent again and again for the



same purpose. With time, your environment is a jungle of· Software· Software
versions· Patches of different eras· Configurations that are most of the time defined on
the fly. And this is what causes the cycle of more work: your environment is unpredictable,
causes problems, and keeps you busy putting out little fires all the time and never really
smoothing out your environment.A strategy, however it may be, and we will have a look at these
later on with you, will help you keep your environment in more or less one unified state. This
dramatically reduces time and effort, as all software units are basically installed the same and
have the same configuration. This saves time in upkeep and maintenance:● All machines
“behave” the same in any given scenario ● Testing and changing your environment is made
easier, as all clients all have the same prerequisites and baselines ● you save time
dramatically ● you, your users can depend on your environment more, and react more
efficiently.The Roles being playedProfessionally deploying software is seeing the different roles
or even viewpoints involved.Oftentimes, one single person fulfills all of these roles; in larger
departments, knowledge and workflow is distributed among personnel.Role 1. The
Analyzer. ● What is the right software for a certain need? ● What are the costs
involved? ● How easily is it installed “out of the box?” ● What is involved in
upkeep? ● Has this software proved itself “in the wild”? Reviews, ratings, recommendations
give great insight into your cost and benefit analysis. The person using the software often does
not see the necessity of answering these questions. They basically read the description or get a
recommendation; they then want you to buy the box and install it for them.Done. Finished. So
what’s the big deal, right?
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is expected of you should you decide to continue on. Part 1: The Introduction The first three
chapters are dedicated to the absolute basics of software distribution. ● What are the main
elements of software deployment?● What are the steps involved in the creation of an
application?● What exactly is a program installation? Picture 1 - Picture author / source:
http://www.photocase.de/cydonna Chapter 1: The BasicsThe 4 Steps of Software
Deployment Software deployment is the “art” or summary of basically 4 steps[1]:●
Installing● Configuring● Maintaining and● Managing your applications and
operating systems (clients and servers): regardless of a few machines or for an entire
enterprise. All of these steps are defined by you, your budget, your aims and environment.This
book is designed to help you lean back and see software deployment as a whole, and then drill
down to what suits you and your work best. There is no one-size-fits-all: please read this book,
take notes and after a while you will get the picture of what further steps you want to take.Back
to the rootsHistorically, one of the main jobs of a Help Desk or Administrator is to run from
machine to machine, user to user and to install applications.Downside? Time and energy. You
have plenty of other tasks to take care of.Upside? Keeps you on your toes, you keep in touch
with workmates, and you aren’t locked in that lonely office all the time. Seriously:This method
costs time and energy; time and energy that is more often than not spent again and again for the
same purpose. With time, your environment is a jungle of· Software· Software
versions· Patches of different eras· Configurations that are most of the time defined on
the fly. And this is what causes the cycle of more work: your environment is unpredictable,
causes problems, and keeps you busy putting out little fires all the time and never really
smoothing out your environment.A strategy, however it may be, and we will have a look at these
later on with you, will help you keep your environment in more or less one unified state. This
dramatically reduces time and effort, as all software units are basically installed the same and
have the same configuration. This saves time in upkeep and maintenance:● All machines
“behave” the same in any given scenario ● Testing and changing your environment is made
easier, as all clients all have the same prerequisites and baselines ● you save time
dramatically ● you, your users can depend on your environment more, and react more
efficiently.The Roles being playedProfessionally deploying software is seeing the different roles
or even viewpoints involved.Oftentimes, one single person fulfills all of these roles; in larger
departments, knowledge and workflow is distributed among personnel.Role 1. The
Analyzer. ● What is the right software for a certain need? ● What are the costs
involved? ● How easily is it installed “out of the box?” ● What is involved in
upkeep? ● Has this software proved itself “in the wild”? Reviews, ratings, recommendations
give great insight into your cost and benefit analysis. The person using the software often does
not see the necessity of answering these questions. They basically read the description or get a
recommendation; they then want you to buy the box and install it for them.Done. Finished. So
what’s the big deal, right?Well, not quite right. Most manufacturers put all their resources into
developing their application, but hardly into distributing it at the client’s site. Once the box leaves



the counter or the verification email is sent, customers are on their own. Analyzers do not take
help resources and support for granted.Role 2. The Product Supporter. Those distributing
software most probably do not know the workings of them. If you are an IT guy or gal, those
financial analysis programs or bookkeeping software or the measurement software in the labs
are not necessarily your one and only fields of expertise. A question to ponder: Who is most fit to
fill the gap between user (with no IT knowledge) and IT department (who has no expertise with
the software or the drive behind them)?Most programs or software suites are well documented
by the manufacturer, and sometimes even better by 3rd parties. Important fact to always find out:
is there a direct helpline to the manufacturer or not? Will it cost? If yes, are you or your customer
willing to pay for it?Customers and their administrators often run into trouble, and if the software
manufacturer is a one-man show and hardly reachable, or the support given is shady, or
seemingly way too expensive, it may be worthwhile to shop around for an alternative.Role 3.
Product Maintainer. Due to the ever changing work environment, updates and configuration
changes are standard. No programs (or users for that matter) stay “put” and work happily ever
after.Here are some questions the Maintainer is confronted with every day:● How often do
you want to implement updates? (is there a need to always stay up to date? Think about the
following saying: “Never touch a running system!”) ● How often do you have to roll out
updates? (Users may need updated functionality, security measures, etc.) ● How will you
test these before you roll them out? ● How can quality control be assured? Both of the
program and the data involved? Role 4. Product Manager. Somehow, all of this has to be kept in
one, nice and neat, manageable box. And in that box (we are speaking metaphorically here), we
want to keep:● Documentation (of the software itself & how it is utilized in your
environment) ● Licensing Records (One time license fees, maintenance fees, serial
numbers, etc.) ● Software Accounting (how to keep what you have installed where) This
kind of documentation, however you do it (be it a simple Excel file or a software management
suite) is essential.Why? you will be able to:● easily determine what a change to your
environment actually costs in terms of time and money. ● benchmark! How often would you
like to explain to users and management what software deployment actually involves, again in
terms of time and money invested? Pulling out numbers and examples will give your argument,
whatever it may be, a solid foundation. ● upkeep a unified, structured environment, helping
all in the long run. The user has a stable environment, the administrator has control, and
management knows what is going on IT-wise in figures and numbers. These roles are best
defined in a simple documentation. Yes, defined. This may seem awkward at first, but it will help
you and others see what is involved and stick to it!With the help of documentation,
dependencies and conclusions can easily be derived, new challenges are met with confidence
and it is something that helps us all in the long run.Chapter 2: A typical piece of softwareIf you
have a look at a typical “piece” of software, be it a simple application for making screenshots or a
complex office suite, most of them “tick” pretty much alike. You have your typical:Operating
SystemsMany programs are written specifically for different operating systems and hardware



(=”Platforms”.) Not all programs run on 32 or 64 bit platforms for example; certain operating
systems are too old or even too new to support a certain application.Even the detailed versions
of these software- and hardware platforms play an important role, as programs are very much
dependent on the environment of the system they are on (which coincide with software
dependencies, explained in the next part). We will only cover software deployment for 32bit and
64bit Microsoft Windows systems.Software dependenciesThese are “environments” that a
program needs in order to run. Not all programs are capable of running completely on their own.
Software programs like Java and .Net are so-called “frameworks” or “runtimes”, or offer
“libraries” that programmers can depend on in order for his or her program to run, saving
development time (basic operations don’t need to be reinvented over and over again) and
creating uniformity.Software dependencies help you and the software manufacturer to have a
program that runs smoothly almost anywhere.The Program ComponentsThese are the actual
files of a program. These include code written by the manufacturer, help files, support files and
configuration files. In a classical environment, programs install themselves with the help of an
“Installer” program into the programs directory of a system; the location of the installation may or
not be important or flexible, depending on the application.Program SettingsThe settings of a
program are not necessarily kept together with the actual software files; this was done a lot
earlier (.ini files, .cfg files stored these settings in the file structure), but has developed in
different ways. Windows Registry settings (a kind of database that the Windows operating
system keeps) are more and more the place where programs keep stock of their parameters,
which are often shared with other programs.Chapter 3: From start to finish To understand how a
program installs itself, let’s have a brief look at how a program is created in the first place.From
scratch.A programmer has a tough life: he has to be able to speak different languages and be
able to read between the lines of all of them. Literally.Programs of different types need different
programming languages, and not all fulfill the same need in the same way. Then he has to be
able to interpret the human mind: It is his or her job to “apply” the idea of a program, write it, and
publish it.And there you have your “application” of this idea.The writing.The programmer
develops either specifically for a certain platform (Windows Version X) or he or she tries to write
a program that is “cross-platform”: a program that will run in various scenarios.Java is such an
example: A programmer writes the program, and it is essentially launchable from a Windows,
Mac or Linux client. As mentioned before, depending on where the program is to be used and
how, he or she can choose from a large library of languages: C, C Sharp, Visual Basic, these are
run-of-the-mill languages for Windows native programs.If the program designers are thinking
web applications (applications that run from your browser), HTML, PHP, CSS and the likes in
connection with databases are one of many choices. Some programs even mix elements.The
packagingWith the core files of the program, further files like help files, configuration files, add-
on programs that are needed are added. And to distribute it (the installation part on the client),
he or she will either have to program something that will:● check the environment on which
it is installing itself (perform an operating system check, dependency checks, enough space on



the drive, etc.) ● Do the actual installation (copying files, configuring the client and its
settings) ● Check if all operations of installing were completed successfully. Now, the work
is done, and all should be well. What options a programmer has to package and distribute the
programs, and how you as the software caretaker manage this on a larger scale of clients is
what we will discuss in the next chapter.Part 2: you are what you Deploy



Novice Programmer, “Great book for IT admins. This is a great book for IT Admin or software
repackaging engineers who need to deploy. The book deals mostly as expected with the
deployment of software and not so much with software repackaging, but overall it's a great
companion to have in case you need to deploy.”

mike, “Five Stars. Awesome book i use this frequently to create silent installers”

Vijay Shanker, “Five Stars. Excellent book for basic and intermediate understanding.”

A. Schulz, “automated deployment everywhere. As promised by the book you'll get the big
picture.In the first chapters you'll be made familiar with the basics.To perform automated
Software Deployment in an enterprises infrastructure by keeping control is an administrators
goal.The book shows all in the Microsoft world possible approaches of automated deployment
methods.Proprietary and free tools as well as different methods of software deployment are
clearly explained.reoccuring prolems are discussed and solutions are presented.The solutions
are often presented with command line examples that can directly be applied via copy and paste
(if you have purchased the e-book).The style of writing is easy to understand for beginners. But
pros will as well discover some new aspects in the world of software deployment.”

Joshua Delaughter, “Pretty good primer. There's quite a bit of fluff at the beginning, but overall
the book does cover a lot of the basics for software deployment. A great starting point, but this
will not be your final journey into the world of software deployment.”

Paulus, “Great!. This book was a great help in getting to know more about software deployment.
Clear explanations, easy to understand, to-the-point illustrations. It helped me freshen up some
long forgotten areas, and I learned a lot of how to distribute software. Great book! Would
definitely recommend it!”

Markus Klötzer, “Sehr gute Übersicht. Das Buch hat genau das gebracht was ich erwartet hat.
Leicht verständliche Übersicht und jeweils kurze Einführung in die Grundlagen und Anwendung
der verschiedenen Softwareverteilungsmethoden. Ich würde das Buch jeden Empfehlen, der
sich neu mit der Thematik auseinander setzen muss bevor man sich auf eine der Methoden
festlegt.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 3.5. 9 people have provided feedback.
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